The Bush era has been a special time -- for the deficit (back, and larger than ever), for the countries formerly known as our allies, and for the English language. Here it all is, straight from the horses, er, mouth. With new Bushisms coming fast and furious in this election season, ace Bushism editor Jacob Weisberg offers a must-read compendium and explanation of the first term. Read President Bushs eye-popping description of his economic policy: See, without the tax relief package, there would have been a deficit, but there wouldnt have been the commiserate -- not commiserate -- the kick to our economy that occurred as a result of the tax relief. Got that? How about this analysis of the weapons proliferation problem, from the man with his finger on the Button: Free nations dont develop weapons of mass destruction. Or his belief in the importance of staying connected to us all: [A]s you know, these are open forums, youre able to come and listen to what I have to say. The Deluxe Edition also includes reality checks: coherent Bush statements about major issues that bear no relation to the truth. The Deluxe Election-Edition Bushisms is essential reading for everyone still wondering what the past four years have all been about.

My Personal Review:
The Bushisms herein are hysterically funny, but also fascinating in what they reveal about how Bush thinks, and the things that he apparently does not know. Its certainly worth a read -- youll find yourself sharing your favorites over and over. For your sense of well-being, though, I suggest you try to forget that hes the guy with the keys to our nuclear arsenal.

From time to time, my friends and I have engaged in imitating our presidents, er, style. I recall when Bush finally admitted to having miscalculated when planning our post-invasion strategy in Iraq. I imagined he might make a statement like this:
We may have misunderestimated the responsiveness our troops would receptively experience, which after all was commiserate with the disparaging between a nation guided by the Almighty, and cowardly killers that kill when faced by them, the troops, that is... um, by the Iraqis. Not all Iraqis... its just that when we set out to do a job -- and I want to be very clear about this -- we did one, and if that means we have to take some militaristic action, Im all for it, in terms of terror and whats necessary to disabling it combatively. I mean, if errors have to necessitatively be made with respect to our accuracy, then Im all for it if, in the larger picture, the larger sense, I mean, when the questions of the future are asked about force and those who fought it in the name of peace, I will always, and I mean ALWAYS, say that I did, and I am very proud of every one of you to have representated the fight against it.
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